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DECLARATION OF BRUCE A. EGAN, Sc.D.

1. I am president of Egan Envirbnmental, an environmental consulting

firm in Beverly, Massachusetts. My education and professional experience is

summarized in the attached curriculum vitae.

2. I have been a specialist on the subject of air pollution modeling for over

35 years and am familiar with the development and application of dispersion

modeling methods.

3. I have been retained by the Office of the Attorney General to comment

on Entergy's air dispersion modeling for its Severe Accident Mitigation Alternative

(SAMA) analysis.

4. I earned an A.B. degree from Harvard College in 1961 and an S.M.

degree in Engineering and Applied Physics from the Harvard Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences in 1962. I earned a second masters degree (S.M. 1969) and a

doctorate (Sc.D. 1972) in Environmental Health Sciences from the Harvard School

of Public Health. To supportsmy doctoral thesis topic, Numerical Modeling of Urban
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Air Pollution Transport Phenomena, I cross registered at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology to take courses in Meteorology.

5. Before starting my own company in 1998, I was Vice President and

Technical Director at Woodward Clyde Consultants and, before that, Senior Vice

President, and Chief Scientist at ENSR Corporation. I have over 35 years of

experience as a manager and environmental scientist on projects involving the

development and application of atmospheric dispersion models to complex

topographies, including mountainous terrain and coastal settings.

6.' I have also performed accident and consequence analyses for risk

management plans and-modeling for both hypothetical and actual accidental release-

scenarios. I am the co-author of a book about compliance with the United States

Environmental Protection Agency's (US EPA's) Risk Management Program under

the Clean Air Act.

7.. I have been an active member of the American Meteorological Society

(AMS) for over thirty five years and have served on its committees relating'to. air

pollution and meteorology. I am a Certified Consulting Meteorologist and an

elected fellow of the AMS.

8. I have reviewed Entergy's License Renewal Application, the

Environmental Report annexed as Appendix E to the application, and Attachment

,E to the Environmental Report supporting the SAMA analyses prepared by

Entergy. I have also reviewed available documentition of the Melcor Accident
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Consequence Code System (MACCS2) which Was used by Entergy to perform its

SAMA analyses, and Entergy's update to its FSAR.

9. The comments below relate to the use of the ATMOS air dispersion

model (which is incorporated in the MACCS2 code) for purposes of estimating the

number of people who will be- exposed to radiation from a release of radio nuclides

from the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station.

10. The Indian Point Nuclear Power Station is located in the northwest

corner of Westchester County on the eastern bank of the Hudson River. The Indian

Point reactors and spent fuiel pools are approximately 24 miles north of the New

York City line, and approximately 37 miles north of Wall Street, in lower

Manhattan. The station is approximately 3 miles southwest of Peekskill, 5 miles

northeast of Haverstraw, 16 miles southeast of Newburgh, 17 miles northwest of

White Plains, and approximately 18 miles southwest of Brewster, New York. It is

also 23 miles northwest of Greenwich, Connecticut, 37 miles west of Bridgeport,

Connecticut and 37-39 miles north northeast of Jersey City and Newark, New

Jersey. Portions of four counties - Westchester, Rockland, Orange, and Putnam -

fall within the inner 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone, and significant population

centers in New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey lie within the 50 mile

Emergency Planning Zone.'

11. The Indian Point Station is on a point of land that protrudes into the.

Hudson River as the river bends west. On the west side of the Hudson River one

mile north of the station, is Dunderberg Mountain. This mountain rises to a height
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of 1086 feet above sea level at a distance of approximately 2.5 miles from the

station. North of the Indian Point Station, the eastern bank of the river is formed

by high grounds reaching an elevation of 800 feet; to the west across the river, the

Timp Mountains reach an elevation of 864 feet. Environmental Report, Appendix E

at 2-1.

12. For purposes of categorizing appropriate air dispersion models for

regulatory applications, EPA defines complex terrain as settings where nearby

terrain heights exceed a facility's stack height. The Indian Point Station is located

in a complex terrain. Releases from the station may come from near ground level

sources or from stack vents with heights up to 334 feet and within 1-2 miles of high

terrain features on the opposite side of the Hudson River, such as Dunderberg and.

the Timp Mountains, that rise well above the facility and.well above the top of the

122 meter meteorological tower located onsite.

13. From a meteorological air flow perspective, the presence of the river,

nearby terrain features and non homogeneous ground surface features, all affect the

overall air flow patterns, which in turn affect the rates of vertical and horizontal

mixing of any pollutants released from the plant. The-presence of high terrain

features that rise above the height of the meteorological towers at the Indian Point

station means that the wind speeds and directions measured on the towers are

unlikely to be representative of the larger scale flow patterns that carry

contaminants from the plant to the surrounding areas..It is important that

atmospheric dispersion modeling of the effluents from the plant consider these
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factors in order to provide a reliable basis for estimating ground level

concentrations and corresponding estimates of potential. exposures to the

surrounding population.

14. Entergy's air dispersion modeling does not provide an adequate

technical basis for its SAMA analyses. The human health cost side of the cost-

benefit analysis for any particular mitigation measure is based on the total

population dose of radiation that results from an accident. The total population

dose is estimated by using an air dispersion model to predict the geographic

dispersion and concentration of the accidentally released radionuclides. To obtain

an accurate estimate of total, population dose, and therefore of human health cost, a

model that accurately predicts the spatial distribution of the pollutant must be

used. Entergy's reliance on the ATMOS air dispersion model for this purpose is

inadequate because that model's simplified assumptions and limited meteorological,

inputs will not yield the most reliable predictions. That is why EPA does not

recommend such models for use in complex terrains.

15. I will first briefly review the physical factors involved in the dispersal

of pollutants from emission. sources. I will then identify the specific deficiencies in

the ATMOS modeling methods as they pertain to the Indian Point Station's license

renewal application. I will then comment on the present state of the art of

dispersion modeling referencing the advances made by the U'S EPA over the past

decade. I will then suggest how the modeling could be improved to both adequately
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support the SAMA analysis process and to form the basis for reliable emergency

response plans for any future unforeseen releases from the facility.

I. OVERVIEW OF DISPERSION MECHANISMS IN THE LOWER

ATMOSPHERE

16. Dispersion of contaminants released into the air from a source can be

described as the combination of two mechanisms. The first is the advection or

downwind transport of the contaminants by the wind. A major influence on wind

speeds and wind directions at any giyen place is the location and strength of large

scale high and low pressure system air masses that migrate across a geographic

area. The downwind transport winds are also influenced by the dynamics in the

lower levels of the atmos' here, and specifically by ground surface topographic

features and by ground surface heating and cooling processes that-can alter the flow

speed and direction and generate local circulations as discussed in more detail

below. See also Slade (1968), Chapter 2.'

17. The second mechanism is the mixing of contaminants by atmospheric

turbulence as the plume is transported downwind. The rate of mixing depends

upon many factors arising from the interaction of the planetary boundary layer (the

lowest layer of the atmosphere) with the earth's surface.

18'. For example, heating of theearth's surface by solar radiation during

the day results in the formation of small thermals or parcels of air that tend to rise

upward because of their lower density compared to the surrounding air. Parcels of

cooler air then descend to fill the space vacated by the thermals. These movements
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generate turbulence. Pollutants under these. conditions are vigorously mixed with

the surrounding air. This condition is called 'unstable' because the buoyancy forces

on the parcels prevent the parcels from being initially at equilibrium with the

surrounding air.

19. Conversely, cooling of the earth's surface occurs from the radiation of

heat from the surface at night and results in the formation of a layer of cooler air

under warmer air. This "inversion" of the normal decrease of temperature with

height above the ground tends to suppress turbulence in the atmosphere.

Pollutants in this layer will mix slowly with the surrounding air as upward and

downward motions are suppressed by buoyancy forces. This is called an

atmospherically stable condition.

20. In the absence of strong heating or cooling of the ground surface or.

under high wind speed conditions, the mechanical friction generated by the wind

flowing over the earth's surface creates turbulence having intensities between the

extreme of unstable and stable flows. These conditions are called "neutral."

Neutral conditions can occur during the day or night.

21. In order to create a model that accxirately depicts the dispersion of

pollutants from a source, the complexity of the relationships of the processes that

drive dispersion -- wind speed, wind direction and atmospheric turbulence -- must

be accurately accounted for.
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II. SPECIFIC DEFICIENCIES AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE ATMOS AIR DISPERSION MODEL

A. The ATMOS Model Predicts The Dispersion Of Pollutants In
The Atmosphere. By Using Dispersion Rates Devised In The
Early 1960s Which Do Not Incorporate More Recent Scientific
Understanding Of The Dynamics of the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer.

22. An accurate depiction of the mixing of contaminants by atmospheric

turbulence is essential to an accurate estimate of the dispersion of these

contaminants over a geographic area. The dispersion rates in the ATMOS model

were developed by Pasquill and Gifford in 1961 and are based on the observation

that turbulent diffusion rates increase in intensity With increasing instability in the

lower boundary layer. Pasquill and Gifford developed a system of differentiating

turbulent mixing rates by atmospheric stability categories and defined stability

categories based on observations of rudimentary weather conditions, (eg. wind

speed, solar insolation and cloud cover) and time of day.

23. The diffusion rates associated with these rudimentary atmospheric

stability classes are referred to as the Pasquill-Gifford (P-G) dispersion parameters.

The ATMOS model adopted the Pasquill stability classification system and the

corresponding Pasquill-Gifford dispersion parameters. However, ATMOS further

modified the stability classifications by basing them only on measurements of the

vertical temperature gradients between 10 and 60 meters above the ground or for

releases above 85 meters, the temperature gradients between 10 meters and the

height of the higher, release point (NRC 2007).

See the attached List of Referenced Publications for complete citations.
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24. The dispersion parameters were largely based upon a -limited set of

field experiments where dispersion of near ground-level releases of contaminants

were used to measure the cross wind, lateral spread of plumes. Real field

measurements of the vertical spread were limited and vertical spread estimates

were based in large part on conservation of mass principles and an assumption that

the distributions were Gaussian in shape. Atmospheric stability classifications

from A to G (Extremely Unstable to Extremely Stable) were associated with

different rates of growth of the standard deviations of the Gaussian shaped plume

with increased distance downwind. The data base supporting these diffusion

coefficients is not extensive and is limited to short downwind distances and flat,

open terrain. Extrapolations and interpolations of the data were made to develop a

complete set of continuous curves out to 100km (Turner, 1967):

25. Although the P-G method of assigning dispersion rates to stability

-categories was used for many years by US EPA in air dispersion modeling, US EPA

has now adopted models that reflect advances in our understanding of the-factors

that affect the strength of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer directly

above the earth's surface. These factors relate to the properties of the earth's

surface, which include the surface roughness, the surface albedo (reflectivity),. and

the Bowen Ratio, a measure relating to the moisture content of the soil and the net

heat flux from the surface to the air. See paragraphs 40-47.

26. As set forth below, the P-G dispersion parameters in the ATMOS

model do not incorporate this more recent scient.ific knowledge about how
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turbulence in the boundary layer is created and how that affects' the dispersion of a

release of pollutants.

B. ATMOS Utilizes A Steady State Straight Line Gaussian Plume
Model To Calculate Concentrations Downwind Of A Release
Point Which Is Inappropriate For The Terrain In Which The
Indian Point Station Is Located.

27. In effect, ATMOS assumes that any emissions from the Indian Point

Station are imbedded in an air mass having a single wind speed that flows for each

period of simulation in a single straight line direction. The stability classification

assigned for a simulation time period is also assumed to be constant over that time

period.

28. The concentrations of contaminants within the plume are assumed to

have a maximum value along the plume centerline and to fall off in a bell shaped,

Gaussian distribution curve with distance away from the plume centerline. The

horizontal and vertical dimensions of the Gaussian plume increase with downwind

distance as a function of the assumed P-G atmospheric turbulent diffusion rates.

29. Neither the P-G method nor the straight line flow assumption is

appropriate for determining air quality concentrations in areas where complex

terrain alters the turbulent diffusion .rates and alters the flow trajectories that pass

up and over or around hilly or mountainous terrain objects. The P-G method and

the straight-line flow assumption are not appropriate for regions where uneven

ground surface heating results in the formation of local air circulations associated

with mountain-valley upslope and down slope wind systems (Randerson, 1984,

Section 13-10). The presence of local flow regimes such as the mountain-valley
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flows can greatly alter the trajectories and ultimate fate of contaminants. Therefore

an air dispersion model that ignores the presence of such flows will provide

erroneous information on environmental impacts.

30. For all the reasons set forth in paragraphs 22 through 29 above, the

ATMOS model, with its P-G dispersion rates and straight-line flow assumption,

cannot accurately predict the dispersion of pollutants released from the Indian

-Point Station, which is located in a complex terrain in a river valley that can alter

the turbulent diffusion rates and the wind flow patterns.

C. 'ATMOS Cannot Accurately Calculate The Dispersion Of
Pollutants Within A 50 Mile Radius Around The Indian Point
Station

31. Entergy used the ATMOS model to predict the dispersion of

radionuclides in a 50 mile radius around the Indian Point Station. However, the

US EPA does not consider steady state Gaussian plume models to be accurate for

setting emission limitations for distances beyond 50 kilometers (about 32 miles)

from a source. For distances beyond 50 kilometers, the US EPA recommends using

a "long range transport" model capable of simulating the effects of spatially varying

wind directions. Such models generally use more than one source of meteorological

data to define the spatial variations of the winds because even in flat terrain the

likelihood of observing changes in wind direction increases with downwind

distances. Further, at a distance of 50 miles, it is inappropriateto use the

meteorological data from the onsite meteorology tower to define the wind speed and

direction of contaminants emitted from the Indian Point Station because of the
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influence of the nearby terrain on the winds at the meteorological tower. At 50

miles away, the, winds are likely to be from a very different direction except under

very strong wind conditions.

32. In addition, Entergy did not model the dispersion of radionuclides

beyond a fifty mile radius of the station, despite the EPA's development of long

range air transport models precisely for that purpose. See paragraph 45 for a

discussion of one of these long range air transport models known as CALPUFF.

33. Since the determination of the cost effectiveness of a mitigation

alternative under SAMA is based in part on the total population. radiation dose, and

since the number of people affected increases substantially with the radial distance

from the Indian Point Station, the SAMA results are disproportionately influenced

by impacts at large distances from the source and those impacts will not be

accurately estimated by the ATMOS air dispersion model.

D. The ATMOS Model Cannot Account For Dispersion Patterns
That Are Related To Changes In The Surface Characteristics
Along The Plume Trajectory

34. In the ATMOS model, changes in surface' characteristics along the

plume's trajectory do not affect the model's dispersion rates. For example, a plume

released from the Indian Point Station flowing towards an urban area would

encounter very different surface roughness conditions as it entered a city. Such a

change would rapidly mix an elevated plume down to the ground, a situation called

fumigation'. ATMOS would be unable to simulate such an event as it cannot

incorporate changes in the turbulent mixing rates along a plume path.
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35. Similarly, time varying changes of turbulence resulting in fumigation

of plumes initially aloft cannot be accounted for. This would occur ,after ground

surface heating in the morning creates a layer of highly turbulent air that extends

upward into an effluent plume released earlier into a stable layer. Contaminants in

,the elevated plume can then be suddenly mixed down to ground level. This type of

fumigation can occur at moderate distances from the station and subject

populations at these distances to relatively high 'concentrations. This situation

cannot, to our knowledge, be simulated with ATMOS.

36. A workshop was convened by the American Meteorological Society

(Hanna, 1980), in which both Dr. Gifford and Dr. Pasquill participated, to review

dispersion curves and to discuss alternative methods of determining stability

categories that would provide more useful turbulence, indicators in the surface

layer.

37. The alternatives involved the use of the Richardson number or the

Monin-Obukhov length since they are more direct measures of atmospheric

stability. The workshop specifically recommended that the estimates of dispersion

rates include the roughness length, and the friction velocity computed from wind

profiles as measures of mechanical turbulence and that the mixing depth, and the

heat flux or Monin-Obukhov length be used as measures of the convective

turbulence during daytime hours (Hanna, 1982). US EPA adopted these

recommendations in the development of theAERMOD model (US EPA, 2003).
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E. The Change Of Mixing Depth With Time Of Day Is Not

Incorporated In ATMOS

38. Mixing depth is an important variable in the determination of ground

level concentrations at large distances from the station as it limits the vertical

extent that turbulent mixing occurs during the day. Mixing depth is commonly

determined by an analysis of vertical temperature soundings taken in the

atmosphere. However, in the ATMOS model, the inputs for this variable are values.

averaged on a seasonal basis rather than using actual daily measurements. This is

an unnecessary simplification in the model that affects its accuracy. Sounding data

is routinely available daily from the National Weather Service stations in White

Plains and in Albany and could replace the use of seasonally averaged values

presently used in ATMOS.

F. The Information Entergy Provided In Its SAMA Analysis Is
Inadequate For A Comprehensive Review Of Its Air Dispersion
Modeling.

39. The information provided by Entergy is inadequate to allow a thorough

review of its air dispersion modeling effort. There are no modeling input files .that

detail the source terms or meteorological events modeled. Also essential

parameters used by the model such as the assumed roughness length, and

deposition rate parameters are not included in the documentation.

40. There is no description of the MACCS2 model provided. I have based

some of my comments on a description of the original MACCS model published in

1990 (Jow et al. 1990) and which may be out of date.
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41. The meteorological data set used in the modeling which represents an

average of data from the years 2000 through 2004 (Environmental Report at page

E. 1-89) has not been provided. The use of multi-year averaged data in the modeling

does not allow a review of the year to year variability of the output results.

G. Superior Models Have Been Developed And Can Be Applied To
The SAMA Analyses.

42. The 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) resulted in regulations

requiring modeling of the emissions from new sources that demonstrated that

.effluents from the source would not exceed specific ambient air quality standards

and incremental increases of ambient air concentrations. These requirements

placed responsibility on the US EPA to assure that modeling methods would be

developed and tested to provide a reliable and defensible method of permitting

sources subject to the new regulations. US EPA was required by the CAAA to

recommend and approve new and advanced models and to provide guidance on

model use. As a result, the US EPA initiated several activities to address

improving dispersion models.

43. US EPA established a cooperative agreement with the American

Meteorological Society to evaluate the state of the technology of modeling, solicit

reviews of different modeling issues and recommend ways to improve models. 'The

EPA held a conference to develop. a modeling guideline and then subsequent

conferences to recommend model evaluation and validation methods. US EPA also

sponsored)workshops to design field experiments to provide measurements to
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validate models. US EPA then sponsoredor co sponsored field measurement

programs in several different terrain settings.

44.' The technology of modeling advanced rapidly with both government

and private sector research funds supporting the development of models for

situations where existing models were not suitable.; This included comllex terrain

settings, long range transport applications and limitations to models in simple

terrain settings. US EPA recognized the fact that not only do the algorithms for

individual components of a model (e.g., diffusion rates,, plume rise, plume

trajectories), need to be evaluated but importantly, the predictions of a model as a

whole needs to be shown to be valid when compared to concentration measurement

data.2

45. An important result of these efforts has been the development of the

AERMOD and CALPUFF models. CALPUFF is a model that was originally

intended for use beyond 50 km but is, in fact, applicable to many situations within

50 km.

46. AERMOD assumes a straight line trajectory but incorporates

algorithms that calculate the horizontal and vertical spread of the plume in terms of

wind fluctuation data, measured heat flux, surface roughness, albedo (reflectivity)

and Bowen Ratio. Surface parameters can be specified as a function of location

using land use input data. The interaction of elevated plumes with the mixing

2 Efforts to validate the ATMOS model by comparing its predictions with actual field measurements have been

extremely limited. After a search of the literature, I have found only one study which compared real datawith the
ATMOS model's predictions and that study was limited in time and the data represented only neutral atmospheric
conditions (Hills et al., 1998).
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depth is also simulated in the model. AERMOD is suitable for most complexterrain

settings.

47. CALPUFF would also be a more accurate model for SAMA analyses

than ATMOS. CALPUFF is a non steady state model in which emissions from a

source are released as a series of puffs each of which can be carried separately by

the wind. This enables CALPUFF to simulate the effects of time varying winds and

other meteorological inputs. It is also suitable for simulating the effects of Spatially

varying winds and meteorological parameters. It can simultaneously utilize data

from multiple meteorological stations making it appropriate for long range

transport simulations where data from several meteorological stations would be

appropriate. Many of the algorithms in CALPUFF a're based on the same improved

knowledge of boundary layer parameters that was incorporated into AERMOD.

48. Today, the state of the art of dispersion modeling is further improving

by major advances in our theoretical understanding of the dynamics of the

atmospheric boundary layer. For example, the MM5 Meteorological model is a

numerical simulation flow field model that can be used to drive numerical advection

and diffusion models. It can calculate winds and other meteorological parameters

using methods similar to those 'used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric'

Administration and the National Weather Service to predict weather. These models

are now routinely used for real time assessments of meteorology on a local scale

predicting winds, dispersion rates, precipitation, visibility and other factors and can

be easily coupled to diffusion models to calculate air quality impacts. The US EPA
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encourages the use of outputs from such models to drive long range transport)'

models such as CALPUFF (EPA, 2005).

49. In fact, an advanced modeling method has been developed specifically

to estimate the dispersion of radioactive releases from- nuclear power plants. This

model, the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC), was developed by the

United States Department of Energy's Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Leone, et

al. 1996, Baskett, 1999). ARAC is an atmospheric dispersion model that can model

the dispersion of accidental radiological releases in highly variable winds.' It uses

windfields generated by meteorological models as inputs to a computational grid

representation of the area of interest. ARAC was used as an analysis tool after the

Chernobyl accident. With today's computers, ARAC or similar programs could be

readily used in SAMA analyses.

Conclusion r

46. For the above reasons, the ATMOS model cannot account for the effect

of the complex terrain in which Indian Point is located, will not accurately estimate

the dispersion of radionuclides at distances beyond 32 miles, cannot account for

changes in surface characteristics along the plume's trajectory and does not

incorporate the latest scientific knowledge about the physics Of the atmospheric

boundary layer.
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47. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that

the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on

November 2'., 2007
Beverly, Massachusetts

Bruce A. Egan

g

)'I
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